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About the FOUNDATION Project

FOUNDATION is an Interreg Europe funded SME Competitiveness project that brings 

together nine partners in a consortium led by Munster Technological University. The 

project is focused on supporting regions pre and post shocks and closures of anchor 

tenants in their industrial ecosystems. The impacts of a closure of course go beyond 

direct employees and ripple, wave like throughout the regional services sector and 

economy. Management of such anticipated structural change requires proactive 

renewal of business approaches and policy supports.

In the wake of COVID-19 the FOUNDATION partnership wishes to share information, 

training opportunities and good practices with external stakeholders to support them 

in accessing information to plan for the future. Whilst our medical professionals 

fight this pandemic on the front line, collaborative sharing by regional stakeholders 

can support resilience of all regions across Europe and further afield in enabling 

them to adapt to what is unprecedented change.



Business Support During COVID

Irish SME & Entrepreneurship Growth Plan

A 2020 was extremely challenging for 

businesses in Ireland, especially SMEs. As 

businesses get back on their feet, beyond the 

challenges of COVID and Brexit, the Irish 

Government have launched an Irish SME & 

Entrepreneurship Growth Plan. 'Read more'

Upper Austria - even in crisis an attractive 

place to set up

Attractive framework conditions pay off, 

especially in difficult times: Upper Austria 

proved to be a place for firms to set up 

business. Our location agency Business Upper 

Austria successfully supported 137 settlement 

& expansion projects in Upper Austria in 

2020. 'Read more'

 Enhancing Resilience

Training opportunity organised by PBN

Training for cluster managers and cluster 

members from the agro-food sector will be 

held on 19th February 2021. The main topics 

of the training are Innovation Management, 

and Business Internationalization and 

ScaleUp. 'Read more'

Support to Recover & Grow your Business

In a crisis, it is typical for the response and 

recovery phases to overlap. Businesses 

beginning to plan for recovery early on will be 

better positioned to bounce back from the 

crisis successfully and grow. 'Read more'

Want to know more? Click here



National Support Programmes

Programme to support productive and 

technological investments COVID-19

Programme aimed at companies in the Region 

of Murcia that have suffered the effects of 

COVID-19. 'Read more'

Lithuanian firms to get €30m to test 

employees

Lithuanian government will provide 30 

million euros to help lockdown-hit small and 

medium-sized businesses to ensure that the 

business reopening process is smooth. 'Read 

more'

Digitalization on COVID Times

Virtual BusinessAsema Platform

BusinessAsema offers a wide scale of services 

for employees, employers and entrepreuners. 

'Read more'

Emilia-Romagna Go Digital Programme

Due to the persistence of the Covid-19 

pandemic, the Emilia-Romagna Region invests 

2 million euros for projects that facilitate 

access to new markets and digital sales 

channels and strengthen the export of regional 

SMEs. 'Read more'

Want to know more news? Click here
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